First-Principles Calculation of Copper Oxide Superconductors That Supports the Kamimura-Suwa Model
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Abstract: In 1986 Bednorz and Müller discovered high temperature superconductivity in copper oxides by chemically doping holes into La$_2$CuO$_4$ (LCO), the antiferromagnetic insulator. Despite intense experimental and theoretical research during the past 34 years, no general consensus on the electronic-spin structures and the origin of pseudogap has been obtained. In this circumstance, we performed a first-principles calculation of underdoped cuprate superconductors La$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$CuO$_4$ (LSCO) within the meta-generalized gradient approximation of the density functional theory. Our calculations clarify first the important role of the anti Jahn-Teller (JT) effect, the backward deformation against the JT distortion in La$_2$CuO$_4$ by doping extra holes. The resulting electronic structure agrees with the two-component theory provided by the tight-binding model of Kamimura and Suwa (K–S), which has been also used to elucidate the $d$-wave superconductivity. Our first-principles calculation thus justifies the K–S model and demonstrates advanced understanding of cuprates. For example, the remarkable feature of our calculations is the appearance of the spin-polarized band with a nearly flat-band character, showing the peaky nature in the density of states at the Fermi level.
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1. Prologue by Hiroshi Kamimura

In 1987, Georg Bednorz and Alex Müller received the Nobel Prize in Physics for “their discovery of new superconducting materials”. In 1988, the Steering Committee of NEC Symposium on Fundamental Approaches to the New Material Phases decided to choose “Mechanism of High Temperature Superconductivity” as the subject of the second NEC Symposium. This Symposium was held in Hakone, near Mt. Fuji, Japan on 24–27 October 1988. Alex was chosen as a plenary speaker, and I was the Symposium chairperson. The Symposium’s group photo is shown in Figure 1.
In 2005, we organized the International Workshop on Electronic Structure and Lattice Effects in Cuprates on October 27 and 28 in the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in Tsukuba. Alex was a plenary speaker, and a number of Alex’s friends, companions, colleagues, and former students attended this Workshop (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Symposium’s group photo in the front of the Hakone Kanko Hotel.

On 27–28 March 2006, the International Symposium in Honor of J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Müller was held in University of Zurich, celebrating their discovery of cuprate superconductors 20 years ago. From Japan, six HTSC researchers, Yoichi Ando, Masatoshi Arai, Yoshiteru Maeno, Hiroyuki Oyanagi, Masaki Takashige, and Hiroshi Kamimura were invited. The group photo is shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 2. International Workshop’s group photo in the front of the Conference Hall in AIST.

On 27–28 March 2006, the International Symposium in Honor of J.G. Bednorz and K.A. Müller was held in University of Zurich, celebrating their discovery of cuprate superconductors 20 years ago. From Japan, six HTSC researchers, Yoichi Ando, Masatoshi Arai, Yoshiteru Maeno, Hiroyuki Oyanagi, Masaki Takashige, and Hiroshi Kamimura were invited. The group photo is shown below in Figure 3.
2. Introduction

By the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity (HTSC) in cuprates by Bednorz and Müller [1,2], it is well known that cuprate superconductors are different from ordinary metallic superconductors in the production process of carriers. Cuprates are ionic crystals. The carriers in La$_2$CuO$_4$, an antiferromagnetic insulator [3], are produced from doping chemical elements or making oxygen deficiencies, for example, by replacing 3+ cations (La$^{3+}$) by 2+ ones (Sr$^{2+}$) in La$_2$-xSr$_x$CuO$_4$ (LSCO). Thus, the electronic structures of cuprate superconductors may vary drastically upon doping holes [4].

In this circumstance, we pay attention to the experimental facts that a CuO$_6$ octahedron in a parent material La$_2$CuO$_4$ is deformed into an elongated shape (tetragonal) due to the Jahn–Teller (JT) theorem for an orbitally doubly degenerate state of a Cu$^{2+}$ ion [1,5]. When extra holes are doped, the apical O$^{2-}$ ions in elongated CuO$_6$ octahedrons in LCO tend to approach toward Cu$^{2+}$ ions to gain the attractive electrostatic energy [6]. This backward deformation against the JT deformations is called the anti-JT effect [7,8]. As a result, the energy separation between the two JT-split levels becomes smaller, i.e., pseudo-degenerate. This anti-JT effect in cuprates was supported experimentally by the neutron scattering [9] and the polarization-dependent spectroscopy [10,11].

Under these circumstances, there are two views concerning the electronic structures of LSCO. One view is based on the single-component theory in which only orbitals extended in a CuO$_2$ plane are considered. Since a doped hole moves within a CuO$_2$ plane, this model is irrelevant to the anti-JT effect. A typical model to take this view is the $t$-$J$ model [12,13].

An alternative view is based on the two-component theory initiated by the Kamimura–Suwa (K–S) model [14,15], in which the two kinds of molecular orbitals (MOs) of each CuO$_6$ octahedron parallel and perpendicular to a CuO$_2$ plane are considered. Those MOs are $|a_{1g}^\ast\rangle$ antibonding and $|b_{1g}\rangle$ bonding orbitals, as shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the schematic MO levels, $b_{1g}$ bonding, $a_{1g}$ antibonding, and $b_{1g}^\ast$ antibonding orbitals, and the hole configurations in Hund’s coupling multiplet $^3B_{1g}$ and spin-singlet multiplet $^1A_{1g}$ are shown. On the left side of the figure, a hole occupying $a_{1g}^\ast$ orbital (red arrow) aligns its spin in parallel to the up spin of a localized hole occupying the $b_{1g}$ orbital (green arrow) to form $^3B_{1g}$, owing to the Hund’s coupling exchange interaction with the coupling constant, $K_{a1g}$ (−2 eV) [16].
where the K–S model is the coexistence of a metallic state and the AF order. In their calculations, the first-principle method of the K–S model is the coexistence of a metallic state and the AF order.

On the other hand, on the right side of the figure, a hole occupying the b_{1g} level (up red arrow) forms a spin-singlet (SS) multiplet with the down spin of a localized hole occupying the b^{*}_{1g} level (green arrow), \(1\)A_{1g}, owing to the larger exchange coupling \(K_{b1g} (= 4 \text{ eV})\) [16]. The key-feature of the K–S model is the coexistence of a metallic state and the AF order.

The above two types of exchange interaction, the Hund’s coupling spin-triplet and the spin-singlet (SS), can be described by the scalar product of the spin of the localized \(b_{1g}^{*}\) hole, \(S_{i}\), and that of the itinerant \(a_{1g}^{*}\) or \(b_{1g}\) hole, \(S_{i}a_{1g}^{*}\) or \(S_{i}b_{1g}\), at each CuO\(_{6}\) site, \(i\), yielding the Hamiltonian interaction

\[
H_{ex} = \sum_{i} \left( K_{a_{1g}^{*}} S_{i}a_{1g}^{*} \cdot S_{i} + K_{b_{1g}} S_{i}b_{1g} \cdot S_{i} \right)
\]  

(1)

This Hamiltonian interaction constitutes the K–S Hamiltonian to describe the K–S model, in which the localized spins form an AF order [14,15]. The whole K–S Hamiltonian is shown below.

\[
= \sum_{i m o} \epsilon_{m} c_{i m o}^{+} c_{i m o} + \sum_{m o} t_{m o} (c_{i m o}^{+} c_{j m o} + \text{h.c.}) + \sum_{ij} S_{i} \cdot S_{j} + \sum_{im} K_{m} S_{im} \cdot S_{i},
\]

(2)

where \(\epsilon_{m}\) (\(m = a_{1g}^{*}\) or \(b_{1g}\)) represents the one-electron energy of the \(a_{1g}^{*}\) or \(b_{1g}\) MO states, \(c_{i m o}^{+}\) and \(c_{i m o}\) are the creation and annihilation operators of a doped hole in the \(m\)-type MO with spin \(\sigma\) in the \(i\)-th CuO\(_{6}\) octahedron, respectively, \(t_{m o}\) is the transfer integral of a doped hole between the \(m\)- and \(n\)-type MOs of neighboring CuO\(_{6}\) octahedrons, \(f\) the superexchange interaction (as regards the details of the K–S Hamiltonian, see Ref. [17]).

3. First-Principles Calculations

In order to decide whether the one-component \(t–J\) model or the two-component K–S model is suitable to describe the electronic-spin state of cuprates, Kamimura et al. [18] recently performed the first-principles non-empirical calculation. In their calculations, the first-principle method of the constrained-and-appropriately normed (SCAN) density functional was adopted to calculate a non-rigid electronic-spin energy bands of LCO and LSCO, following Furness et al. [19]. Kohn-Sham density
functional theory (DFT) is a widely-used electronic structure theory for materials as well as condensed matters. This SCAN method is more useful for the electronic-spin structures of diversely-bonded materials (including covalent, metallic, ionic, Jahn-Teller deformed bonds, cuprates consisting of CuO₆ octahedrons and CuO₅ pyramids).

The purpose of this contribution is to show how the first-principles SCAN calculations agree with the K–S model in the tight binding form. In the first-principles calculations, a unique method was adopted—that is, to investigate the electronic states of LSCO by calculating both the energy bands in \( k \)-space and the wavefunctions in \( r \)-space simultaneously. For this purpose, we calculated not only the non-rigid energy band and the density of states (DOS) in \( k \)-space but also the partial DOS (PDOS) which gives information on MOs in a CuO₆ octahedron in \( r \)-space. Here PDOS means the density of states projected to the wavefunctions, or orbitals.

4. Calculated Results

4.1. La₂CuO₄ (LCO): Antiferromagnetic (AF) Insulator

The La₂CuO₄ (LCO) transforms from the high temperature tetragonal phase (HTT) into the low temperature orthorhombic phase (LTO) when temperature decreases. The calculated results on the crystal structure explains the Jahn–Teller distortion of an elongated octahedron. The calculated Cu magnetic moment, 0.510 \( \mu_B \), is in agreement with the observed values of 0.50 \( \mu_B \) \cite{18,19}. This means that the DFT-SCAN method \cite{18,19} treats the spin-fluctuation effect properly. The calculated result shows that LCO is the antiferromagnetic insulator.

4.2. La₂₋ₓSrₓCuO₄ (LSCO)

In order to calculate the non-rigid energy bands for LSCO with AF order \cite{22}, the \( 2\sqrt{2} \times 2\sqrt{2} \) supercell is adopted, in which there are two CuO₂ planes and each CuO₂ plane includes eight CuO₆ octahedrons. The Brillouin zone (BZ) for this \( 2\sqrt{2} \times 2\sqrt{2} \) supercell is shown in Figure 5. In this supercell, we cannot discuss the stability of stripe phases which were recently reported by Zhang et al. for YBCO systems \cite{23}.

---

Figure 5. The Brillouin zone (BZ) for the \( 2\sqrt{2} \times 2\sqrt{2} \) supercell. Inside the BZ, a special triangle root starting form \( \Gamma \) is shown, where the special points 1 and 2 are used later in Figure 10.
Here we show that the key points obtained from the first-principles calculations for LSCO agree with those of the K–S model shown in Figure 4. In particular, it is shown that the Hund’s coupling spin-triplet in the K–S model agrees with the appearance of a spin-polarized band in cuprates.

4.3. A Metallic Phase with x = 0.125 (the Underdoped Regime)

In this case, Sr is substituted for one La in each CuO$_2$ plane in the supercell, leading to $x = 0.125$. The calculated Cu and apical O shortest distance in a CuO$_6$ octahedron in LSCO is 2.216 Å, which is considerably smaller than 2.448 Å in LCO. This shrinkage of the Cu and apical O distance by doping holes indicates that the anti-JT effect really occurs in LSCO. This result also supports the K–S model.

Although the calculated magnetization at each Cu site suggests the existence of AF order, the calculated value at each site takes a different value. For example, among the calculated values of the magnetization at each Cu site in Figure 6, the absolute value at Cu$_4$ site shows the maximum value of 0.643 μ$_B$, which is considerably larger than the magnetization at a Cu site in LCO, 0.510 μ$_B$. Here we discuss the origin of the high value of magnetization, 0.643 μ$_B$ in LSCO with $x = 0.125$.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** The calculated magnetization at each Cu site in La$_{2-x}$Sr$_x$CuO$_4$ (LSCO) with $x = 0.125$.

In order to obtain information on the wavefunctions in a CuO$_6$ octahedron, the PDOS (partial density of states) of dz$^2$ orbital and its ligand O p$_z$ orbitals in a CuO$_6$ octahedron at the Cu$_4$ site is calculated. The calculated results are shown in Figure 7. Using these orbitals in a CuO$_6$ octahedron at the Cu$_4$ site, an antibonding $|\alpha^{*}_{1g}>$ MO is constructed, in order to investigate a relation between the $|\alpha^{*}_{1g}>$ orbital in the energy band and the antibonding $|\alpha^{*}_{1g}>$ MO in the K–S model in Figure 4, where Cu in CuO$_6$ octahedron is assigned to Cu$_4$. 
4.4. The Close Relation between a Spin-Polarized Band in the First Principles Calculations and Hund’s Coupling Spin Triplet in the K–S Model

4.4.1. The Appearance of a Spin-Polarized Band in Cuprates

Another remarkable feature of the highest hole band is the spin polarization at the Cu₄ site (Figure 7). The difference in the highest states between up-spin and down-spin bands is considered as the “ferromagnetic band splitting” discussed by Slater [24], and Connolly [25]. Indeed, according to the criterion for the occurrence of a spin-polarized band in LSCO derived in the paper [18], the Hund’s coupling exchange interaction \( K_{\Delta a}^\alpha (x) \) in Equation (1) may cause a spin-polarized band when \( K(x)D(E_F) > 1 \), where \( K(x) = |K_{\Delta a}^\alpha (x)| \) and \( D(E_F) \) is the density of states at \( E_F \). The magnitude of \( K(x) \) is 2.0 eV for LCO (\( x = 0 \)) and is larger in LSCO because of the anti-JT effect. Figure 7 shows that \( D(E_F) \) is much larger than 1.5 states/eV. Thus, the condition for the appearance of the spin-polarized band is satisfied. We also notice that the PDOS of the highest down-spin Cu₄ d₅z² orbital in Figure 7a, i.e., the spin-polarized band, shows a “peaky” nature due to the existence of a nearly-flat highest hole band, which originates from the JT and the anti-JT deformations. In fact, the effective mass of a hole carrier in this band is six times heavier than the free electron mass. Thus, we consider that this hole carrier is a “Jahn-Teller polaron”, proposed by Alex [26–28]. We expect that the peaky nature may be observed for undoped LSCO by performing an STM or STS measurement.

4.4.2. Relation between the Cu₄ d₅z² Band and the Hund’s Coupling Spin-Triplet in the K–S Model

Now, in order to investigate whether a doped hole in the Cu₄ d₅z² band \(|a_{1g}^* \rangle \) forms the Hund’s coupling spin-triplet \(^3\text{Bi}_{1g}^\alpha \) with a localized spin at the same Cu₄ site, we calculated the PDOS of Cu₄ dx²–y² and ligand O-pₓ, pᵧ orbitals in x–y plane, which form the antibonding \(|b_{1g}^* \rangle \) MO and the bonding \(|b_{1g} \rangle \) MO in a CuO₆ octahedron. The calculated results are shown in Figure 8. The Cu₄ dx²–y² orbital and the ligand O-pₓ, pᵧ orbitals that appear in the energy region of 1 to 2eV above \( E_F \) in Figure 8 form the antibonding \(|b_{1g}^* \rangle \) MO. This MO is occupied by the localized holes with down spins. Since both spins of the localized holes in \(|b_{1g} \rangle \) MO and of the doped holes in the Cu₄ d₅z² band \(|a_{1g}^* \rangle \) take the same direction, down spins, the total magnetization at the Cu₄ site becomes the maximum value of 0.643μB. Thus, one can conclude that the Hund’s coupling between a localized hole in \(|b_{1g}^* \rangle \) MO and a doped hole in the Cu₄ d₅z² band \(|a_{1g}^* \rangle \) MO plays an important role in LSCO with \( x = 0.125 \) in the first-principles calculations.

![Figure 7](image-url)

**Figure 7.** Calculated partial density of states (PDOS) of orbitals in CuO₆ at Cu₄ site: energy 0 is \( E_F \).

(a) PDOS of Cu-dz² orbital; (b) PDOS of ligand apical O-pₓ orbital.
We calculated the PDOS of Cu-dx^2 with the localized hole in LSCO in the energy region of 1 to 2 eV above E_F.

4.4.3. Itinerancy of a Hole in the Cu_4 dz^2 Band

The present first-principle calculations also show how a doped hole in the Cu_4 dz^2 band (|α^1g> MO) itinerates in LSCO in the underdoped regime.

Let us pay attention to the hopping of a doped hole with down spin from a Cu_4 site to a neighboring Cu_8 site in the AF order, whose magnetization, −0.446μ_B, is opposite to that at the Cu_4 site, +0.643 μ_B. We calculated the PDOS of Cu-dx^2-y^2 orbital and ligand O-p_x, p_y orbitals in the x–y plane of the CuO_6 octahedron at the Cu_4 site. The |b_1g> MO with Cu-dx^2-y^2 (a localized hole) appears in the energy region of 1 to 2 eV above E_F (red color) in Figure 9a while the |b_1g> MO (a doped hole) appears just above E_F. By comparing the calculated results of the spin-direction of a localized hole in Figure 9a (red color) with that in Figure 8a (blue color), we notice that the localized spins at the Cu_8 site are directed upwards, while those at the Cu_4 site are opposite in the spin directions. Thus, we conclude that the AF order is not destroyed during the itinerancy of a doped hole in LSCO.

Furthermore, when a hole with down spin in the Cu_4 dz^2 band (|α^1g> MO) at the Cu_4 site hops into a neighboring Cu_8 site in the AF order, the first-principles calculation shows that this hole enters an empty |b_1g> MO just above E_F at the Cu_8 site, taking a spin antiparallel configuration (the spin-singlet) with the localized hole in |b^*1g> MO at the same site (see Figure 9).

4.4.4. Good Agreement between the First-Principles SCAN Calculations and the K–S Model in the Tight-Binding Form

Summarizing the itinerancy of a doped hole from Cu_4 dz^2 orbital to Cu_8 dx^2-y^2 orbital, the spin-state of the doped hole changes from the Hund’ coupling spin-triplet with the localized spin at Cu_4 site to the spin-singlet with the localized spin at Cu_8 site.

This itinerancy of a doped hole in the first-principles SCAN calculations is strikingly consistent with the K–S model. In the K–S model (see Figure 4), when a doped hole with up spin enters a Cu site with a up localized spin in b^*1g MO, it occupies an a^*1g MO to align its spin in parallel with the up spin of a localized hole in the b^*1g MO to form 3B_{1g}, owing to the Hund’s coupling exchange interaction, and owing to the transfer interactions, hops to the b_1g MO of a neighboring Cu site in the AF order taking antiparallel spin configuration with the localized spin. By repeating this transfer
process, a doped hole itinerates in LSCO without destroying the AF order. We call this doped hole a “KS particle”.

\[ \text{PDOS of } 2\sqrt{2} \times 2\sqrt{2}-\text{LTO (}x = 0.125) \]

![Diagram showing PDOS of orbitals in CuO₆ at Cu₈ site: (a) PDOS of Cu-dₓ²₋ᵧ² orbital; (b) PDOS of ligand in-plane-O pₓ, pᵧ orbitals. Energy 0 is } E_F.]

**Figure 9.** Calculated PDOS of orbitals in CuO₆ at Cu₈ site: (a) PDOS of Cu-dₓ²₋ᵧ² orbital; (b) PDOS of ligand in-plane-O pₓ, pᵧ orbitals. Energy 0 is } E_F.

Thus, we understand that the first-principle SCAN calculation is in good agreement with the K–S model in the tight-binding form [14,15]. Namely, in LSCO a doped hole itinerates by taking the Hund’s coupling and the spin-singlet states alternately without destroying the AF order.

4.5. Construction of Fermi Surfaces of LSCO with } x = 0.125

Based on the present first-principle SCAN calculated results for } x = 0.125, we construct a Fermi surface (FS) in the underdoped LSCO. In doing so, we would like to point out one problem in our supercell model. In the supercell, a size of a unit cell is wider than that of an ordinal LSCO crystal with the LTO phase. As seen in BZs for various supercell-models in Figure 5, the BZ of a supercell is obtained by folding that of a regular crystal, as shown in Figure 5. As a result, in the case of } 2\sqrt{2} \times 2\sqrt{2} model, the symmetry points } Γ(0, 0), X(π, π), G₁(π, 0), and } Δ(π/2, π/2) gather at } Γ. Thus, one may have a difficulty in assigning each calculated energy band to either of symmetry points } Γ, X, G₁, and } Δ.

As an example, we show the calculated energy bands and DOS of LSCO with } x = 0.125 in Figure 10. In this figure one may notice that there are two hole-bands above } E_F, and that the DOS of the second highest hole-band is very large and peaky shape. Since the peaky shape of DOS is originated from the spin-polarized band } |a*₁g> in Figure 7 and the spin-polarized band appears at } G₁(π, 0) in } k space, we assign this hole band to a symmetry point } G₁(π, 0). On the other hand, we also pay attention to a doped hole in the highest hole-band } |b₁g> and a localized hole in the band } |b₁g> in the energy 1 to 2 eV above } E_F in Figure 8b. These holes form an SS (spin-singlet) particle (see Figure 4), and contribute to the formation of Fermi arcs at the } Δ point in BZ.

Based on the above-mentioned results of the first-principles calculations, we construct the Fermi surface of LSCO with } x = 0.125. The feature of the thus-obtained Fermi surface (FS) of LSCO with } x = 0.125 in the underdoped regime is the coexistence of Fermi pockets (G₁ points) and Fermi arcs (Δ points), and the KS particles occupy the Fermi pockets while the SS particles occupy the Fermi arcs, as shown in Figure 11. This feature seems consistent with the experimental results of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) for LSCO with } x = 0.15 by Yoshida et al. [29].
We find that the FS for the underdoped LSCO (Figure 10) is similar to that of the K–S model [30] where

\[ \Psi_{k\uparrow}(r) = \exp(i k \cdot a) \Psi_{k\downarrow}(r), \]

where \( a \) is a vector connecting Cu atoms along the Cu-O-Cu line.

Thus, the KS particles on the Fermi pockets around \( G_1(\pi, 0) \) points contribute to the \( d \)-wave superconductivity in the phonon mechanism below \( T_c \) [30–33] (see also [4]).

5. Final Remarks

The feature of the obtained Fermi surface (FS) of LSCO with \( x = 0.125 \) in the underdoped regime mentioned in Section 4.5 is the coexistence of Fermi pockets (\( G_1 \) points) and Fermi arcs (\( \Delta \) points), and the KS particles occupy the Fermi pockets while the SS particles occupy the Fermi arcs. We find that the FS for the underdoped LSCO (Figure 10) is similar to that of the K–S model [14,15], which is shown in Figure 11. This feature is likely to be consistent with the experimental results of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) for LSCO with \( x = 0.15 \) by Yoshida et al. [27]. Here, the wavefunctions of a KS particle with up and down spins, \( \Psi_{k\uparrow}(r) \) and \( \Psi_{k\downarrow}(r) \), have the unique phase relation [30],

\[ \Psi_{k\downarrow}(r) = \exp(i k \cdot a) \Psi_{k\uparrow}(r), \]

where \( a \) is a vector connecting Cu atoms along the Cu-O-Cu line.

Thus, the KS particles on the Fermi pockets around \( G_1(\pi, 0) \) points contribute to the \( d \)-wave superconductivity in the phonon mechanism below \( T_c \) [30–33] (see also [4]).

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we have shown that the K–S model is consistent with the first-principle method of the constrained-and-appropriately normed (SCAN) density functional. Furthermore, the Fermi-surfaces of LSCO in the underdoped region obtained from the first-principle SCAN density functional method coincide with those derived from the K–S model semi-empirically, so that one may consider that the theory of \( d \)-wave superconductivity developed by the K–S model [30] is justified by the first-principles theory.
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